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Steve Gerber (1947–2008) is among the most significant comics writers of the modern era.

Best known for his magnum opus Howard the Duck, he also wrote influential series such as

Man-Thing, Omega the Unknown, The Phantom Zone, and Hard Time, expressing a

combination of intelligence and empathy rare in American comics.Gerber rose to prominence

during the 1970s. His work for Marvel Comics during that era helped revitalize several

increasingly clichéd generic conventions of superhero, horror, and funny animal comics by

inserting satire, psychological complexity, and existential absurdism. Gerber's scripts were also

often socially conscious, confronting, among other things, capitalism, environmentalism,

political corruption, and censorship. His critique also extended into the personal sphere,

addressing such taboo topics as domestic violence, racism, inequality, and poverty.This volume

follows Gerber’s career through a range of interviews, beginning with his height during the

1970s and ending with an interview with Michael Eury just before Gerber’s death in 2008.

Among the pieces featured is a 1976 interview with Mark Lerer, originally published in the low-

circulation fanzine Pittsburgh Fan Forum, where Gerber looks back on his work for Marvel

during the early to mid-1970s, his most prolific period. This volume concludes with selections

from Gerber’s dialogue with his readers and admirers in online forums and a Gerber-based

Yahoo Group, wherein he candidly discusses his many projects over the years.Gerber’s unique

voice in comics has established his legacy. Indeed, his contribution earned him a posthumous

induction into the Will Eisner Comic Book Hall of Fame.
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(Steve) Gerber, born September 20, 1947, in St. Louis, Missouri, ranks among the most

influential comics writers of the modern era. His writing1 on such series as Man-Thing (1973–

75; 1988–89; 2012), Omega the Unknown (1976–77), The Phantom Zone (1982), and Hard

Time (2004–6), along with his magnum opus Howard the Duck (1976–79; 2002), possesses a

combination of intelligence and empathy rare in American comics. Gerber was among the first

Marvel writers to use a more literary narrative voice and dialogue; his descriptive prose

represents a significant break from the Stan Lee–inspired bombast as practiced by the likes of

Roy Thomas and Steve Englehart, while his naturalistic dialogue anticipates the approach to

voice and character taken by later writers such as Alan Moore and Neil Gaiman. Gerber’s

1970s work for Marvel Comics, especially, helped to revitalize the clichéd mainstream

superhero, horror, and funny animal genres, injecting considerable satire, psychological

complexity, and existential absurdism into his stories. Gerber’s scripts were, with few

exceptions, socially conscious. They addressed, among other things, the effects of capitalism

on society and nature due to increased materialism, on the one hand, and alienation from the

natural world on the other; environmental degradation; the fascistic tendencies of ostensibly

free societies and democratic institutions; political corruption; and censorship. His critique also

extended into the personal sphere and tackled such taboo topics as domestic violence, racism,

inequality, and poverty.Gerber rose to prominence in the early 1970s, and his work often

seemed emblematic of the era. The 1970s were, after all, a transitional period for the medium,

as the restrictions of the Comics Code Authority began to loosen, and younger, often more

politically conscious and less socially conservative professional creators—energized by the

burgeoning counterculture, and the anti–Vietnam War, civil rights, and second-wave feminist

movements—entered the field. Unlike the previous generation, who generally considered

comics to be just another paycheck, a subliterary stepping stone to more lucrative employment

in film, advertising, or commercial illustration—Stan Lee, for example, adopted his pseudonym

in part to avoid embarrassment at parties over his vocation—this new group of artists were

raised on comics and recognized the medium’s potential as a legitimate form of artistic and

social expression. Moreover, these new creators began as fans, influenced not only by the

work of their mainstream progenitors but also by the undergrounds or the burgeoning number

of fanzines that proliferated in the middle and late 1960s. Through fanzines, many aspiring fans

found peers with whom to collaborate and build skills that would become core to their

professional successes.Steve Gerber’s fanzine Headline. Gerber’s wit is evident even in his

youth, as steel and reel, comics icon and film medium, interact. © Steve Gerber. Superman ©

DC Comics.Before he entered the medium, Gerber was a comics fan and a prolific

correspondent; a letter from high-school-age Gerber, for example, appears in the letters pages

of Fantastic Four #19 (October 1963). This letter initiated a lengthy correspondence with such

fandom notables as Jerry Bails and Roy Thomas. Common among talent of this era, in 1961

Gerber founded a fanzine, Headline, and published work in numerous other fanzines produced

by friends and colleagues. He studied communications at the University of Missouri–St. Louis,

the University of Missouri in Columbia, and St. Louis University, then began writing copy at an

area advertising agency; as Gerber stated in a 1998 forum post quoted in this book, “I was

working for an ad agency in St. Louis and slowly going out of my mind” (p. 199). Gerber was

uncomfortable with the dishonesty of the profession; prior to his employment in advertising, he

worked for his uncle as a used car salesman until his honesty got him fired. While in

advertising, Gerber still managed to write a number of short stories and poems while also

maintaining his interest in comics.In 1972, Gerber wrote a letter to Thomas, then editor-in-chief

at Marvel Comics, asking if work was available. At the time, Thomas was overseeing an



unprecedented expansion of the number of new titles at the company and therefore was in

desperate need of both writing and editorial help. Thomas quickly replied to Gerber’s letter with

the offer of a job as an associate editor. Gerber accepted and moved from St. Louis to New

York City to work in Marvel’s offices. It was common practice at the time for staffers to pick up

freelance work on the side. While on staff, Gerber secured a number of writing assignments

among Marvel’s lesser-selling titles, providing scripts for anthology horror comics, Fear

(starring the unlikely “hero” Man-Thing, a character with which Gerber would soon become

closely associated), The Incredible Hulk, and the jungle-themed Shanna the She-Devil.A

decade after the launch (1962–64) of its Stan Lee/Jack Kirby/Steve Ditko–created superhero

characters, and under the guidance of publisher Lee and his editor-in-chief Thomas, Marvel

Comics was expanding its titles and introducing—or in some cases reintroducing—various

genres, including horror (The Tomb of Dracula); martial arts (Shang-Chi: Master of Kung Fu);

sword-and-sorcery (Conan the Barbarian); and science fiction (“Killraven” in Amazing

Adventures), in an attempt to diversify Mavel’s line from what was becoming an increasingly

narrow superhero-focused “mainstream.” For over two decades, the comics industry had been

beholden to the Comics Code Authority, a system instituted in the 1950s in reaction to a

sensationalized campaign by authorities to link comic books to juvenile delinquency, which

barred comics publishers from publishing horror-themed comics and placed limits on the

depictions of sex, violence, and drug usage, among other topics previously deemed salacious.

Revisions to the Code, introduced in 1970, relaxed restrictions, and, as a result, Lee launched

several Code-approved horror books featuring classic monsters such as the werewolf, Dracula,

Frankenstein’s monster, and the improbably entitled “Son of Satan” in Marvel Spotlight, on

which Gerber would also work. Moreover, style restrictions were loosened, which allowed for a

greater diversity in both storytelling and art. Gerber reveled in this newfound creative freedom.

In contrast to Lee, whose scripts had largely determined Marvel’s house style for nearly a

decade, Gerber adopted a decidedly informal—though no less rhetorically charged—narrative

voice. His scripts from this era tend to expose his literary and cinematic pretensions: chapter

breaks, lengthy prose sections, and a narrative voice that frequently utilizes film terminology

(e.g., cut to, fade in, etc.).Indeed, Gerber’s decidedly antiauthoritarian, sardonic, and

experimental approach to script writing provided a fresh, spirited, youthful alternative to not

only the latest version of Marvel’s 1960s Silver Age output, but also to the material then being

published by its only significant competitor, DC Comics. With few exceptions, DC stories

emphasized a certain narrative and visual conservatism, depending largely on entrenched,

decades-old science fiction narrative tropes. By contrast, Gerber’s auteurist scripts often

focused on the complexities of real-world social injustices, coupled with a decided emphasis on

emotion over reason and intuitive plotting over disciplined storytelling. This emphasis is

especially acute in his horror comics (e.g., “Morbius” stories in Vampire Tales [1973]; “The

Zombie” in Tales of the Zombie [1973–75]; EC-inspired anthology horror tales in Chamber of

Chills, Creatures on the Loose, Dracula Lives, Haunt of Horror, Monsters Unleashed,

Supernatural Thrillers, and Vampire Tales [1973–75]); standard superhero fare (Sub-Mariner

[1973–75], Daredevil [1973–75], The Defenders [1975–76]); the horror/environmental fable

Man-Thing—which anticipated Alan Moore’s critically acclaimed run on DC’s Swamp Thing

(1984–87) by over a decade—the equally anticipatory postmodernist deconstruction of the

superhero in Omega the Unknown (1976–77), written in collaboration with writing partner (and

girlfriend) Mary Skrenes; or the highly satirical Howard the Duck (1976–78).In essence, the

insouciant illogic of Gerber’s scripts, and his at times overt if not heavy-handed satire—one of

his villains, for example, is a real estate developer named F. A. Schist—was emblematic of a



decidedly free-spirited and electrifying if somewhat slapdash era of Marvel Comics, a time

when it appeared, in the estimation of Thomas’s eventual successor Jim Shooter, that the

inmates had taken over the asylum. In the post-Vietnam, post–Summer of Love America, the

America of Watergate, the civil rights movement, the rise of feminism, and the inauguration of

the “Me Decade,” turmoil seemed a consensus reality, and Gerber’s cynical yet surreal comics

—at times he seemed to be, in many ways, Marvel’s in-house court jester—embraced this

wave of confusion, producing a diverse but memorably unique oeuvre that remains among the

more politically charged and comically absurd the medium has produced, at least within the

parameters of the mainstream, influencing scores of subsequent comics writers and artists

with his envelope-pushing satire and social criticism, humanism, and intellectual rigor.While it

is true that the Marvel Universe as developed by Lee, Kirby, Ditko, and others foregrounded the

“real world” emotional and psychological content of their superheroes, Gerber enriched this

innovation with his equally original introduction of a decidedly political and social

consciousness. Indeed, the interaction of the Marvel superhero with real and pressing social

issues, including police violence, environmental degradation, class warfare, racism, and

sexism, enriched the superheroes’ complexity and made them relatable to an increasingly older

and more sophisticated readership that was at the time entering college, the military, or the

work force, and beginning to confront similar real world issues. For example, Gerber’s depiction

of Valkyrie in The Defenders battles male chauvinism almost as often as she battles

supervillains, and his version of Kyle Richmond (Nighthawk) suffers conflicted emotions over

his extreme wealth, obtained through investments in businesses profiting from war and

environmental destruction, and other morally questionable activities.Gerber’s villains, too,

reflect social realities; where Marvel antagonists were classically more concerned with

violence, destruction, and greed for their own sakes, often without discernible reason or intent,

Gerber’s villains often rely on economic, political, or social power as a means to wreak revenge

or destruction upon society; his villains include reactionaries of every stripe—religious zealots,

censors, right-wing politicians, bureaucrats. Gerber reserved especial enmity for those self-

described experts and professionals who often take advantage of the poor and ignorant—

businessmen, charlatans, slumlords, religious leaders, psychiatrists, self-help gurus, real

estate developers, presidential nominees. This was, after all, an era characterized by a rapid

deterioration of American citizens’ trust in the establishment, in large part due to the revelations

of massive government corruption, primarily the result of the Pentagon Papers (which detailed

secret government plans pertaining to the war in Southeast Asia); the Church Committee

(which detailed government surveillance of internal American dissidents); and, of course,

Watergate.Yet Steve Gerber’s 1970s heroes are just as likely to encounter the bizarre and the

ridiculous as they are the socially relevant, including, to name only a few, a Man Frog, a

demonic cow, a killer fawn, a giant cyborg beaver, a barbarian who emerges from a jar of

peanut butter, a serial-killer elf, a villain with a ruby-colored globe for a head, another with a

bell for a head, a Frankenstein monster made of gingerbread, a top hat–wearing sea serpent,

or the happy-faced S.O.O.F.I. (Save Our Offspring From Indecency), who intend to cleanse

society into an antiseptic peace. (Some of this absurdism is the result of classic comic book

tropes; the premise of the superhero, after all, is on some level ridiculous.) Ultimately, despite

his acidic view of human nature, Gerber remained a frustrated humanist—as George Carlin

once quipped, “inside every cynic is a disappointed idealist”—and at the heart of this

humanism lies an existential recognition of the absurd: a realization that life, despite its

tragedies and triumphs, ultimately does not make much sense.Gerber’s initial efforts evince his

embryonic talents and his capacity for narrative diversity and eccentricity, as well as his



tendency to focus on the political and social zeitgeist with an often surprising and refreshing

candor. Indeed, Gerber’s scripts, while humorous and absurdist in tone—his most notorious

exercise in absurdism occurred during his run on The Defenders and involves a maniacal, gun-

toting elf, the “Elf with a Gun,” who murders ordinary people at random while never actually

encountering the comic’s titular heroes—might best be described as confrontational; they pull

no punches, often rigorously and unflinchingly scrutinizing reigning hypocrisies and social

injustices of their time with a forthrightness and conviction that might at times be occasionally

mistaken for intellectual simplicity. Sub-Mariner, for example, featured a noble, albeit self-

centered antihero to whom Gerber added a strong sense of passionate anger—and a new

costume at the request of Marvel editorial. However, little of Gerber’s trademark humor, satire,

or social commentary, so apparent in the subsequent work, is to be found here. As Gerber

notes in an online forum posting, “I was simply never able to get a handle on either the series

or Namor himself. Sub-Mariner and I were a god-awful mismatch.”2Gerber’s tenure on

Daredevil, on the other hand, is notable for his willingness to develop a complex romance

between blind lawyer Matt Murdock and the Black Widow. Writer Gerry Conway, whom Gerber

replaced, moved the comic’s setting from New York City to San Francisco; Gerber eventually

returned Murdock to New York City, and even sent him briefly into outer space in a rare

example of a science fiction theme that freely dispenses with that title’s more typical ground-

level storylines. Gerber relished the use of topical and geographical references afforded by this

West Coast backdrop, including, for example, an interview with Murdock conducted by Rolling

Stone editor Jann Wenner. Gerber’s twenty issues of the series, which featured appearances

by Shanna the She-Devil and Man-Thing, concluded with a battle between Daredevil and the

Black Widow and the villainous Nekra and Mandrill, who attempt to bring about gender equality

by releasing a gas into the atmosphere, a decidedly Gerberesque mixture of fundamentally

irrational superhero tropes with contemporary political concerns. Gerber departed the title

before he fully found his voice; as he stated in a 2006 message board post, “About the time I

left DD, I thought I was starting to get some sort of handle on the character and the series.”3

Indeed, this sort of shifting from title to title, typical of practice at comics companies in the

1970s, was inimical to his intuitive approach, which required time for him to grow into a project.

The deadline and other pressures of the Marvel method and Gerber’s working methods

consistently undermined his ability fully to realize his ideas.Nevertheless, within a short time,

Gerber graduated from being a writer on Marvel’s side projects to being one of the company’s

key talents. This rapid promotion was typical of this new generation at Marvel at the time, as

writers such as Steve Englehart, Gerry Conway, and Len Wein advanced quickly from low-

selling titles to the company’s most iconic characters. Gerber translated his quirky and

imaginative twists on superhero conventions into tropes that fit the characters’ long histories

while bringing in a decidedly modern nuance. In his writing for Marvel Two-In-One (1974–75), a

team-up book featuring the Thing from the Fantastic Four, for example, Gerber introduced a

version of Ben Grimm quite different from the one presented in the pages of his companion

series. Gerber’s Ben Grimm was a man free from torment; an upbeat, charming figure who

often acted as a father figure to the childlike Wundarr, a character Gerber first used in a Man-

Thing story as a kind of satirical Superman analogue. In these pages, Gerber also

reintroduced and revitalized the Guardians of the Galaxy, “Tomorrow’s Avengers,” at the time a

long-forgotten team from a throwaway one-shot published in 1968.Versatile and prolific, Gerber

contributed to two more horror series with “Son of Satan” in Marvel Spotlight (1974–75),

delivering stories that reinvigorated a previously desultory series with a jolt of characterization

and passion—the ever-autobiographical Gerber set “Son of Satan” in his familiar St. Louis—



and inaugurated a new series in Fear featuring Morbius, the Living Vampire (1974–75). By that

time, Gerber was writing four or more comics per month and had little time to deliver second

drafts of his stories. The seemingly improvisatory nature of his writing would eventually find full

maturation in the titles he wrote over the next four years, which, outside of the underground

comix market, are among the most extraordinarily weird comics of the late 1970s.Gerber’s

breakthrough into his mature style arguably begins with his manic run on the previously

straightforward superhero team title The Defenders, beginning with issue #21 (February 1975),

offering a similar “superheroes in the real world” theme to that explored by Frank Miller and

Alan Moore a decade later. In fact, Gerber’s unabashedly strange run on The Defenders

underlines the inherent absurdity of many superhero comics. In its freewheeling willingness to

defy convention, Gerber’s Defenders anticipates his later work on 1980s Saturday morning

animation. Together with artist Sal Buscema, Gerber initiated his tenure with a brave

exploration of race relations in America. In this initial storyline, the racist Sons of the Serpent

stir up racial conflict to further their own political aims. Nighthawk cannot distinguish between

the declarations of these racist terrorist ideologues and the rhetorical polish of a politician; to

him, both are “comfortingly fatuous” (The Defenders #23 [May 1975]). Thus, Gerber implies

that racism in America is endemic and in fact intricately woven into the country’s social fabric

and existing power structures. Valkyrie, who shows sympathy for the plight of African

Americans, is labeled a “race traitor” by the Sons of the Serpent and—shockingly for a 1970s

mainstream superhero comic—tied to an inverted cross. African American superhero Luke

Cage makes an appearance at the climax of this storyline, and Gerber uses Cage as an

emphatic mouthpiece for his own views. Yet Gerber also deeply problematizes an otherwise

dichotomous black-versus-white depiction of racism in ways rarely seen in popular media in

1975, when it is revealed the Serpents’ leader is a wealthy African American, whose

acceptance into upper-class society has been stifled by his skin color, resulting in a hatred of

his own people.Gerber’s followup storyline, featuring the Guardians of the Galaxy, revitalized

that previously underutilized superhero team. Simultaneously a dynamic action epic and a

knowing satire of everything from game shows to gender relations, Gerber’s “Guardians”

storyline also touches upon the growing awareness of environmental issues of pollution, ozone

depletion, habitat loss, deforestation, and global warming. In these stories, Gerber vividly

displays his mastery of the comics writing form, seamlessly melding action, satire, horror,

mystery, and melodrama. That storyline also led to an ongoing “Guardians of the Galaxy”

series in Marvel Presents (1976–77), cowritten with Skrenes,4 that, given Gerber’s predilection

for autobiography, includes a Gerber-Skrenes analogue in the relationship he portrays between

characters Vance Astro and Nikki.5 One notable story features a cosmic evil being defeated by

a giant space orgasm. Though Gerber completed six issues of the series, as he noted in 1998,

“the ‘Guardians’ book was cancelled before I could even scratch the surface of what I wanted

to do with the characters.”6 This was to be a pattern for the rest of his career.The Topographic

Man is defeated by a space orgasm in “Guardians of the Galaxy.” Note the subtly penile

explosion emanating from his midsection. © Marvel Comics.The longest storyline of Gerber’s

Defenders run, the dizzily odd elevenpart Headmen saga, began in issue #31 (January 1976),

at the beginning of America’s bicentennial year. The Headmen—a group of scientific

rationalists that included the magician Chondu the Mystic and the Gerber-Buscema-Mooney-

created Ruby Thursday,7 whose head is made of malleable plastic and who desires every

human’s head be replaced with the same—believe that they should rule the world by virtue of

their apparent superior intellect, and that society should be run like a precision instrument.

Nighthawk is captured by the Headmen, and his brain is replaced with Chondu’s with the intent



of infiltrating and subsequently controlling the Defenders. Meanwhile, the Hulk, after witnessing

the murder of a Bambi-like deer’s mother, rendezvouses with Nighthawk at the Greenwich

Village sanctum sanctorum of Doctor Strange, and Chondu-as-Nighthawk attempts to freeze

the Defenders but is defeated. Believing Nighthawk to be possessed, Son of Satan arrives to

attempt to exorcise him, and the team discovers that Chondu is controlling Nighthawk’s body.

Doctor Strange attempts to swap out Chondu’s mind into Valkyrie’s estranged husband Jack

Norris, with Nighthawk ending up in Jack Norris and Chondu mistakenly ending up inside the

deer. After leaving Strange’s apartment, the deer is abducted by alien fish-men. Meanwhile, the

Defenders, in an attempt to stop the Headmen, are temporarily defeated. The Headmen plan to

take control of the Defenders’ bodies, but during the fray, Jack Norris-as-Nighthawk makes off

with Nighthawk’s brain, carried in a shallow bowl. During his escape, Nighthawk, too, is

abducted by the fish-faced aliens, whom he discovers are working for Nebulon, a previous

Defenders foe. Since their last confrontation, Nebulon has had a change of heart, and now

wishes to help humanity by becoming a self-help guru, with the intent of convincing humanity

that they are fundamentally without knowledge, and through this realization, help them to

become better people. Unconvinced by Nebulon’s newfound humanitarianism, the Defenders

attempt to stop him, but Nebulon is transported to another dimension by Chondu, still in the

deer’s body. Doctor Strange returns Nighthawk and Jack Norris to their own bodies, while at

the same time, the Headmen place Chondu’s mind into a new body, a bizarre, bat-winged,

unicorn-horned, tentacled monstrosity. At the story’s conclusion, Ruby Thursday runs for

president of the United States as leader of the “Global Head” party, in a veiled parallel to

concurrent events in Gerber’s Howard the Duck (Howard also ran for president in 1976, in one

of his best-known storylines; see below). In fact, from this point forward, political chicanery of

all different stripes would become a frequent Gerber target. Unceremoniously removed from

The Defenders so that fellow writer—and, notably, editor-in-chief—Gerry Conway could fill his

monthly quota, Gerber was allowed a perfunctory wrap-up to his Defenders run in Defenders

Annual #1 and, toward the end of his run, also wrote a 1976 Marvel Treasury Edition, a

gimmicky, oversized one shot that provided a crossover opportunity with his more popular

character, Howard the Duck.Debuting in March 1976, Gerber and Skrenes’s Omega the

Unknown is, in its own way, just as bizarre as his Defenders run. Indeed, Omega is a work

without analogue, sui generis. Created with artist Jim Mooney—perhaps best known for work

such as his 1960s “Supergirl,” in its pristine innocence worlds away from Omega’s much

grimmer and darker tone—Omega concerns James-Michael Starling, a precociously analytical

(possibly autistic, and possibly not even human) twelve-year-old boy, and the titular cosmic

superhero with whom he shares a strange psychic and physical link. Where most comics

focused on the superhero, here Gerber and Skrenes focus instead on Starling’s complicated

emotional life. In a 2005 interview, Gerber remarked that, with Omega, he and Skrenes

“wanted to do a series about a real kid who was nobody’s sidekick, facing real problems in

what today would be called a ‘grim and gritty’ setting.”8 The New York Gerber depicted in The

Defenders and Omega—infested by rats, overflowing with homeless people, with graffiti on

every building and terrorized by crime and rampant drug abuse—was far from the glossy

version of New York shown in other Marvel superhero strips and provided an intriguing

counterbalance to the satirical aspects of the story. In fact, to Gerber, “the joke with Omega is

that the guy in the tights was only there to provide an excuse for telling the story about the kid.

At the time the series was created, it was virtually impossible to sell a comic book about a

teenage superhero.”9Gerber and Skrenes clearly intended Omega the Unknown to be an

allegory, though of exactly what they did not establish, as they were not given the time or



editorial freedom needed to develop their story fully. The mysterious relationship between

James-Michael and the alien superhero may be symbolic of the typical comic reader’s wish

fulfillment via identification with a superhero, or it may be a more generalized “superhero-as-

alien-other” metaphor, with all its implications concerning secret identities and Omega’s

Superman-like otherworldly origins. Omega the Unknown may also be interpreted as a social

commentary on a then-contemporary 1970s New York City, a treatise on the psychology of a

schizophrenic split, or a meditation on identity. Omega might be seen as yet another veiled

autobiography of Gerber, with James-Michael’s robot parents and superhero friend symbolic

representations of Gerber’s alienation and his wish fulfillment as a child. In fact, what is the

reader to make of James-Michael’s unexplained—and possibly unexplainable—robot parents?

Is James-Michael himself an alien? Would those secrets explain his lack of parents, his

strange, almost autistic, cerebral speech patterns and behaviors? The reader is left to ponder

whether Omega is from the past, the future, or somewhere else entirely.Gerber and Skrenes at

least understand the narrative value of what was at the time one of the most decidedly

surrealistic comics ever published by a major company. Literary theorist Angus Fletcher’s

comments on the function of allegory applies equally well to Omega the Unknown, in that

allegory “seems to aim at both clarity and obscurity together, each effect depending upon the

others. Enigma, and not always decipherable enigma, appears to be allegory’s most cherished

function, and who will doubt that confusion in the symbolism will aid this function?” Fletcher

goes on to write that the “more metaphors” an allegorical work has, “the more ‘well-constructed

riddles,’ the greater the amount of liveliness.”10Regrettably, the enigmatic allegory at the heart

of Omega the Unknown soon lost its liveliness as guest writers destabilized and weakened the

slowly developing narrative trajectory and could not match the authorial voice established by

Gerber and Skrenes. By the time Gerber and Skrenes returned for a two-issue wrap-up

following a two-issue absence, they immediately returned to the intriguing elements of the

startlingly original first issue—the robot parents, the mysterious connection between teenage

boy and superhero—but by then it was too late.11 Following its cancellation, Omega the

Unknown seemed destined to be a minor curiosity. A puzzling combination of satire—namely

Fawcett’s Captain Marvel—allegory, childhood wish fulfillment, and urban decay, Omega also

offered a deeply despairing, strangely inspiring, and intriguing set of enigmas that, following its

cancellation in 1977, remains tantalizingly unsolved. As Gerber notes, “After the book was

canceled, Mary made me promise never to reveal what our plans would have been for the

series. I’ve never been tempted to break that promise.”12 With Omega the Unknown, Gerber

and Skrenes delivered work literally ahead of its time; in some ways the comic anticipates the

revisionist superhero work of the 1980s, although the mid-1970s marketplace was mostly

hostile to such innovation. Had Omega the Unknown been published contemporaneously with

revisionist work of the subsequent decade—Frank Miller’s Daredevil (1979–83; 1985–86) and

his subsequent Batman: The Dark Knight Returns (1985–86), or Moore’s Swamp Thing and

even more significant mid-1980s Watchmen (1986–87)—the series may well have had a

chance to flourish. Instead, Gerber and Skrenes had to try to redefine the superhero genre

within the strictures of a bimonthly schedule and the necessity of shoehorning Omega into the

Marvel Universe; despite their aims for the book, Omega absurdly encounters both the Hulk

and Electro in an early issue and faces a subsequent parade of forgettable superpowered foes,

prematurely aborting Gerber’s and Skrenes’s ability to explore the psychological complexity of

their adolescent protagonist.Despite generally poor sales of Gerber’s superhero-based comics,

the commercial successes of his horror comics seemed to indicate that readers were receptive

to his work in that genre. His stories in Tales of the Zombie, for example, were at first glance



decidedly noncommercial, starring as they did an essentially blank slate, an undead

reanimated corpse, as a lead character. Gerber took great pains to make the zombie

empathetic and interesting, providing him with an intricate backstory—unprecedented in

zombie stories at the time. Moreover, Gerber surrounded the zombie with a supporting cast

who greatly enriched the narrative.Gerber’s Man-Thing stories remain his best-known horror

comics of the era. Principally illustrated by Val Mayerik, Mike Ploog, John Buscema, Frank

Brunner, and Jim Mooney, Gerber’s “muck-encrusted mockery of a man” was an empathic,

slow-moving, humanoid swamp monster—whose silent, ominious behavior is reminiscent of

Gerber’s depiction of the Zombie—who roams the wilds of the Florida Everglades, in an area

near the Seminole reservation and a fictitious town named Citrusville. Into this small

community and seemingly impenetrable landscape arrive angry lovers, a set of sorcerers and

barbarians, and modern developers who attempt to despoil the environment. The series also

introduced a maniacal serial killer named Foolkiller—one of two Gerber-created Man-Thing

characters to achieve a cult following and a later version of whom received his own miniseries

in the 1990s, also scripted by Gerber. Among the most important stories of his run is the lead

story in Giant-Size Man-Thing #4 (May 1975), “The Kid’s Day Out,” illustrated by Ed Hannigan,

Ron Wilson, and Frank Springer, an emotionally lacerating tale that concerns the endless

torture and abuse of a high school teen by an uncaring society, a devastating character study

as well as a painful indictment of the indifference that society shows its outsiders. As he did

with the Zombie stories, Gerber emphasized the supporting characters in his Man-Thing

stories, which lends the comic an emotional resonance and narrative complexity not frequently

encountered in other books of that era.Gerber’s run on Man-Thing is intensely

autobiographical; the loner Richard Rory acted as author surrogate throughout the series’ run,

and in the final issue Man-Thing #22 (October 1975), Gerber himself metafictionally appears

as a character. In a delightfully postmodern moment, Gerber declares that all his previous Man-

Thing stories were not works of fiction but instead reportage of actual events.Gerber employed

similar convention-challenging metafictional concepts in his most celebrated work, Howard the

Duck, which spun out from a bizarre storyline that ran between Fear #19 (December 1973) and

the subsequent Man-Thing #1 (January 1974). Howard is an anthropomorphic, cigar-smoking,

foul-mouthed, iconoclastic three-foot-tall talking duck, a satirical take on “funny animal” comics

—primarily Walt Disney’s Donald Duck, his resemblance to whom eventually led to an

objection from Disney and several changes to Howard’s design13—cocreated with Cleveland-

based artist Val Mayerik. Howard first appeared in a short cameo in Fear #19, followed by two

further appearances in backup stories in Gerber’s Giant-Size Man-Thing #4 and 5 (August

1975). In the first Giant-Size story, “Frog Death,” written by Gerber and illustrated by Frank

Brunner, Howard makes his initial appearance as a character who slips through an

extradimensional portal, emerging briefly in the Marvel Universe, before falling into a void. His

subsequent appearance in Giant-Size Man-Thing #5 retconned the duck’s fate by revealing

that the mallard was actually stuck on Earth—“Trapped in a World He Never Made” as

announced in Gerber’s tagline for the comic—in the rundown, post-industrial rust belt city of

Cleveland. Those stories added to Howard’s cult following, and, beginning in January 1976,

Marvel granted Howard his own series. Comprised primarily of parody and social satire, the

comic features a distinctly self-conscious awareness of the comics medium. Howard the Duck,

as Gerber has described it, is a work of existentialism that demonstrates the idea that “life’s

most serious moments and most incredibly dumb moments are often distinguishable only by a

momentary point of view.”14Howard the Duck, as illustrated primarily by Gene Colan, Mayerik,

and Brunner, increased Gerber’s celebrity inside and outside the medium, yet also ironically



eventually led to his exit from Marvel. In Howard the Duck #1 Howard meets Beverly Switzler, a

female human who becomes his girlfriend and live-in companion, created by and modeled on

Mary Skrenes.15 Howard ponders life along the flammable Cuyahoga River and in Cleveland—

ostensibly a nod to cocreator Mayerik—the “armpit of America”; battles with the acerbic Kidney

Lady and Doctor Bong, a send-up of Fantastic Four villain Doctor Doom; explores the violent

underside of the kung fu fad; runs for president of the United States; suffers a nervous

breakdown and is confined in a mental ward; is transformed into a human then back into a

duck; and encounters the terrorist group S.O.O.F.I. and the Ringmaster and his “Circus of

Crime.” Howard the Duck was a considerable success and attracted a mainstream, “crossover”

readership that ultimately transcended traditional comic book fandom. This increased

readership resulted in some controversy, notably a December 1975 letter to the Comics Code

Authority that declared that “once purchased, [Howard the Duck] becomes a pseudo-sexual,

liberal, pseudo-intellectual pretense obviously written by an over-sexed manic depressive.”16

Marvel did not hesitate to capitalize on the comic’s popularity and in 1977 began publishing a

syndicated Howard the Duck comic strip, initially written by Gerber and drawn by Colan and

Mayerik, which was featured in numerous newspaper markets throughout the country.Gerber

himself capitalized on Howard’s popularity when, in another metafictional twist, he had Howard

run for president in 1976 against Gerald Ford and Jimmy Carter—an echo of Walt Kelly’s

earlier funny animal newspaper comic strip character Pogo’s presidential runs. Nominated by

the “All-Night Party”—his campaign slogan reads “Get Down, America!”—Howard undertakes

a breathless campaign across America. His presidential run was actually reported by the news

media of the era as, ironically enough, a human-interest story, and for several weeks, Marvel

letters pages proudly displayed campaign updates, written by Gerber. Gerber even sold pins

and other tchotchkes that promoted Howard’s candidacy. In an eerie anticipation of political

controversies to come, Gerber had Howard caught in a sex scandal that dooms his candidacy;

in anticipation of more recent political realities, this development did not prevent Howard from

receiving several hundred write-in votes from voters.A subsequent storyline in which the duck

“quacks up” and enters an insane asylum includes a cameo from the rock group KISS, then at

the height of their fame and cultural relevance. Gerber subsequently wrote a one-shot KISS

Marvel Super Special (1977), enhanced by the gimmick of having the band members’ blood

mixed with the comic’s ink. The Super Special sold so well—reportedly over a million copies—

that Gerber was granted limited royalties. (Royalties for comics creators were unprecedented at

the time.) Gerber also enjoyed some creative autonomy afforded by his dual role as editor on

Howard the Duck, and in issue #16 (September 1977), after he missed his deadline for his

script, he substituted an entire issue of text accompanied by double-and single-page

illustrations—blocks of text appeared often in Gerber’s comics at the time—and splash pages,

lamenting the difficulties of being a writer, a common theme in Gerber’s metafictional

interstices.In early 1978, Gerber’s failure to meet deadlines and his anger about a lack of pay

for the work—undoubtedly the result of the unparalleled sales on Howard and especially the

KISS comic—resulted in his being fired from the Howard the Duck comic strip. Gerber initially

undertook the strip with the understanding that, should it be successful, he would theoretically

have been able to receive a much larger readership and larger paydays. Thus, when Gerber

was terminated, he lost a potentially lucrative source of income. Jim Shooter instead blamed

the firing on Gerber’s chronic tardiness, asserting that the creative team was “producing strips

within six days of their publication dates,” a situation Shooter said caused several newspapers

to drop the strip.17 On August 29, 1980, in retaliation for his firing, Gerber, after learning of

Marvel’s efforts to license Howard for use in film and broadcast media, filed a copyright



infringement lawsuit against Marvel corporate parent Cadence Industries and other parties,

asserting he was the sole owner of the character.Discussing the lawsuit in 2005, Gerber

explained:We had some problems with the Howard strip, which led to problems with the

Howard book, which ultimately led to the lawsuit. Marvel wouldn’t pay the artist to draw it. Gene

Colan and I were supposed to get a percentage of the syndicate’s take for the strip. The

problem was, the money came in 90 days, 120 days, six months—I don’t remember how long

exactly—after the strips were published. So, essentially, the artist was working for nothing up

until that time, and no artist can afford to do that. [In comparison with Stan Lee and John

Romita’s Spider-Man comic strip,] Stan, as publisher of Marvel, had a regular salary coming in,

and John Romita, I believe, was also on staff at the time. They didn’t have the same

problem.18In a 1978 letter to the editor published in The Comics Journal, Gerber provided

details concerning his departure from Marvel and his decision to pursue legal remedy:I was

dismissed from the Howard the Duck newspaper strip in a manner which violated the terms of

my written agreement with Marvel. Marvel was advised that I was contemplating legal action

which would likely result in my ownership of the Howard the Duck character and all rights

therein. As a consequence of the notice given Marvel by my lawyers, the company chose to

terminate my contract on the comic books as well. Marvel’s action was not unanticipated, and

my only regret is that, for a while, at least, the Duck and I will be travelling separate

paths.19Gerber’s lawsuit was to become a cause célèbre among many comic professionals of

the era and occurred contemporaneously with efforts by Neal Adams and others, similarly

constrained by decades-old inequitable contracts, to increase creators’ rights or, in the case of

Superman cocreators Jerry Siegel and Joe Shuster and Marvel Universe creator Jack Kirby, to

seek proper remuneration for their works. A portfolio was assembled to benefit Gerber’s cause,

and Gerber enlisted Kirby—who was then reeling from his own frustrations with Marvel—to join

in producing a benefit comic called Destroyer Duck (1982–83), published by upstart

independent publisher Eclipse Enterprises. Here, Duke “Destroyer” Duck crosses dimensions

to avenge “The Little Guy,” revealed to be Leonard the Duck, a clone of Howard, held captive

by the rapacious Godcorp, a company helmed by men resembling Stan Lee and Jim

Shooter.Destroyer Duck #1 by Steve Gerber and Jack Kirby. Gerber and Kirby satirically

destroy Marvel offices—“Upwind” means the opposite of (Stan) “Lee.” © Steve Gerber and Jack

Kirby.As the lawsuit dragged on, Gerber found work where he could. He produced a number of

stories featuring Hanna-Barbera animation characters for a line of comics packaged by

animation writer Mark Evanier, though only a handful would appear in English translation.20

Gerber also contributed scripts to DC Comics in the late 1970s and early 1980s, among them

a brief run on Mister Miracle (1978) in which the super escape artist literally becomes a

messiah, a handful of backup Doctor Fate stories in The Flash (1982), and a fascinating four-

issue Superman miniseries, Phantom Zone (1982). In the latter work, commissioned to

capitalize on the expected success of the film Superman II, Gerber departs from the standard,

“Man of Steel” depiction of Superman in his usual unambiguously heroic terms; instead,

Superman, trapped in the ghostly Phantom Zone, is sardonically portrayed as all too human;

alternately desperate, scared, confused, and angry, which is to say, fundamentally flawed.

Featuring gorgeously empathetic art by Gene Colan, the series represented for Gerber a

chance to apply touches of doubt and fear to one of comics’ most iconic characters even while

showing the heroism of Superman by showing how he overcomes his weaknesses, traits not

often depicted in Superman comics of the period.In addition to his work for DC, Gerber

published a number of independent comics, primarily with Destroyer Duck publisher Eclipse

Enterprises, one of the earliest successes of the newly established direct market, where



comics were circulated to comic shops on a nonreturnable basis. Gerber and Kirby published

several issues of Destroyer Duck through Eclipse before the series was cancelled due to

declining sales. Also during this period, Gerber again collaborated with Eclipse for the acidic

one-shot graphic novel Stewart the Rat (1980), featuring art by Gene Colan and Tom Palmer, a

meditation, Gerber explains in his interview with Kenn Thomas, included here, on “the collapse

of the center of American society: the politics, the attitudes, the middle class, the glue and the

fabric that holds a society together” (p. 37). Finally, Gerber scripted the memorable “Role Model/

Caring, Sharing, and Helping Others” for Eclipse, the Magazine #2–3 (1981), a two-parter

about the vicious methods of the TV industry, from which industry Gerber earned most of his

income at the time. Illustrated in a horrific style by long-time collaborator Val Mayerik, the story

evidenced Gerber’s growing dissatisfaction with his employment in television animation.The

Comics Journal, no. 41. This image satirizes Gerber’s firing by having the iconic Marvel

character literally kick out Gerber’s combination creation/self-portrait. Spider-Man and Howard

the Duck © Marvel Comics.Indeed, the same trailblazing antiestablishment, antiauthority,

instinctive approach to script writing that ironically contributed to Gerber’s ill-fated—and

unexpected—lawsuit over ownership of Howard the Duck, a lawsuit that left Gerber “exiled

from Marvel and duckless,” as a breathless 1978 cover to fanzine The Comics Journal

proclaimed, led into a subsequent career writing scripts for the burgeoning animation market,

which had expanded considerably when deregulation under Ronald Reagan loosened Federal

Communications Commission restrictions on commercial content in children’s television.

Gerber’s move to California in 1979 to work at the animation companies Hanna-Barbera and

Ruby-Spears was something of a mixed blessing. Gerber was able to establish working

partnerships with such luminaries as Kirby, Mark Evanier, Mike Sekowsky, Alex Toth, and Bill

Wray, and wrote scripts for dozens of animated programs. A Ruby-Spears production,

Thundarr the Barbarian (1980–82), cocreated by Gerber, is today considered a cult classic. Set

in a postapocalyptic wasteland—whose geographical features include landmarks from the

precatastrophe United States—comprised of two kingdoms ruled by wizards and their mutant

henchman, the eponymous hero Thundarr, together with companions Princess Ariel, a

sorceress, and the leonine humanoid Ookla the Mok, battle an evil wizard whose magic

involves the reanimation of dead technologies. Kirby worked as a production designer, and

Toth provided designs for the main characters. In addition to Thundarr, Gerber worked as a

script editor—and occasional script writer—for the Saturday morning TSR-based animated

program Dungeons and Dragons (1983–85), and the immensely popular Hasbro toy franchise–

based G.I. Joe: A Real American Hero (1984–87) and The Transformers (1986–87), lending

these properties his distinctive worldview.Notably, all three shows were produced by Marvel

Productions, a subsidiary entertainment arm of Marvel Comics, and by the mid-1980s, Gerber

had in fact managed to re-establish his working relationship with Marvel. On September 24,

1982, Gerber’s lawsuit with Marvel was settled, with Gerber acknowledging that his work on

the character was done as work-for-hire and that Marvel parent Cadence Industries owned “all

right, title and interest” to Howard the Duck and the Howard material he had produced. In a

sealed settlement, Marvel paid Gerber an undisclosed amount, thereby retaining control of

Howard the Duck. In return, Gerber agreed to come back to work for Marvel.21 The creator-

owned Void Indigo, produced in collaboration with Mayerik, one of the two early 1980s Gerber

comics published by Marvel, began as an installment in the Marvel Graphic Novel series in

1982 before it continued as a truncated monthly series from Marvel imprint Epic Comics in

1984. Void Indigo was, interestingly enough, a rejected proposal for a continuity relaunch of DC

Comics’ Hawkman character, though in its revised form the comic departs significantly from the



standard superhero genre. The graphic novel presents an extraterrestrial named Jhagur,

resurrected on Earth as the spirit of vengeance against the seven demons who tortured and

killed him in his previous life. Void Indigo was cancelled after only two of its six planned issues

due to several distributors who took offense at what they saw as extreme violence in the first

issue. Gerber reflected on the comic several years later, stating:By the way, the “message” of

Void Indigo wasn’t really revenge. What the book said—and people found this disturbing too—

is that the evils, both profound and petty, that we all commit must eventually extract a price. We

may think we’ve gotten away with it, but sooner or later, even if it’s 11,000 years and countless

incarnations later, the cosmos will bite back.22Once again, Gerber was slightly ahead of the

game. A mere two years later, when Miller and Moore shook up mainstream comics with

Batman: The Dark Knight Returns and Watchmen (like Void Indigo, itself born out of a project

intended to revitalize unused characters), Gerber’s series would probably not have seemed so

out of place. In fact, its content pales beside what subsequently became the norm in Marvel

and DC titles, and even more so beside some of the titles that emerged from the alternative

publishers in the late 1980s and early 1990s. Instead, the failure of Void Indigo marked the

beginning of several years of creative floundering for Gerber, who spent much of the late 1980s

writing for television, most notably a script for Star Trek: The Next Generation (“Contagion,”

1989). Gerber was slated to write a new Spectre series for DC in 1986, but he missed the

deadline for the first issue so that he could watch the last day of shooting on the critically and

commercially disastrous George Lucas–produced Howard the Duck film, released in 1986; DC

assigned another writer, Doug Moench, to the series.A continuation of his original Howard the

Duck series was planned to coincide with the 1986 release of the film, a notoriously critically

skewered boxoffice bomb, but the project fell apart during contract negotiations. Gerber’s

proposed script, entitled “Howard the Duck’s Secret Crisis,” was to be a parody of Jim Shooter

and Mike Zeck’s extremely successful crossover miniseries Marvel Super Heroes Secret Wars

(1984–85), in part a response to Shooter’s claim that Gerber secretly enjoyed Shooter’s parody

of Gerber in Secret Wars II. Allegedly, Shooter’s rejection of the script was not the result of

Gerber’s Secret Wars parody, but rather Gerber’s intention to erase previous writer Bill Mantlo’s

tenure on the final two issues of the original series, as well as the material he wrote for the

subsequent Howard the Duck magazine (1979–81), as the work of an alien techno-artist

named Chirrep, a plan Shooter shot down, as he considered it disparaging of another artist’s

work.23Also in the 1980s, Gerber together with Frank Miller pitched to DC an overhaul of DC’s

three most popular characters, Superman, Batman, and Wonder Woman, to follow the line-

wide, continuity-simplifying crossover series Crisis on Infinite Earths (1985–86). The so-called

“Metropolis” line would have included Ebook Tops, to be written by Gerber, a reimagining of

Wonder Woman, while Dark Knight, by Miller, and a third series on Superman, by Gerber,

would constitute a reappraisal of the Batman and Superman mythos. However, DC planned to

allow several different creative teams to make their pitches for the heroes. Miller and Gerber

weren’t interested in a competitive bid and demurred from pursuit of the project,24 though

Miller’s Batman: The Dark Knight Returns, a futuristic, alternate-history remythologizing of

Batman, was published in 1986 to considerable critical praise and commercial success.

Together with Alan Moore and Dave Gibbons’s Watchmen, Batman: The Dark Knight Returns

heralded a critical legitimization of the medium, in addition to inaugurating the “grim and gritty”

style of superhero fare that came to dominate the field. This, coupled with a series of corporate

takeovers of Marvel, created a corporate environment increasingly antagonistic toward

Gerber’s amusingly unconventional and idiosyncratic scripts, which may have contributed to a

decreased demand from Marvel and DC for his work.If the increasingly corporatized “grim and



gritty” 1980s were a bit of a lost decade for Gerber, the 1990s presented an opportunity for

creative rejuvenation. Following Jim Shooter’s departure as editor-in-chief in 1986, Gerber

found additional work at Marvel, including a new “Man-Thing” serial in the pages of the

biweekly Marvel Comics Presents (1988–90), a title that published material primarily written

and drawn by those who had left the company during Shooter’s tenure. Densely illustrated by

legendary artist Tom Sutton, Gerber’s “Elements of Terror” brought back classic Gerber themes

of existential doubt, fear, and unexpected heroism.By the early 1990s, market speculation

drove the need for increased product, and Gerber secured increasing amounts of work from

both Marvel and DC. For Marvel, he scripted The Legion of Night (1991), a two-issue team-up

featuring several of Marvel’s most popular monsters; the one-shot Suburban New Jersey She-

Devils (1991), an extremely violent, albeit crude, social satire (and one of many attempts to

cash in on the success of Kevin Eastman and Peter Laird’s highly successful independent

comic turned media sensation Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles [1984–]); a return to Shanna the

She-Devil in Marvel Fanfare with a story partially scripted in the 1980s that touches on

Shanna’s post-traumatic stress disorder (1991); and a brief yet manic run on Sensational She-

Hulk (1990–91). Assuming the reins on the latter decidedly postmodern series from previous

writer-artist John Byrne, Gerber included an appearance by Howard the Duck, and introduced

a new villain, Pseudo-Man, whose “Pseudonic” technology helmet allowed him to project an

evolving self-image program directly into his mind, through which he perceived—and believed—

himself to be a demigod. Furthermore, Gerber’s reintroduction in a separate storyline of the

forgotten Golden Age character the Blonde Phantom is a moving exploration of the transience

of youth and fame.During the early 1990s, Gerber also took part in the creation of several

comics for independent publishers. Malibu Comics’ Ultraverse line, created as a superheroic

alternative to the Marvel and DC Universes, was conceived at an Arizona summit attended by

creators including Gerber, Gerard Jones, Steve Englehart, and Mike W. Barr. Gerber wrote two

series for Malibu. The first, Sludge (1993–94; art by Aaron Lopestri), concerns a sewer-

dwelling, former New York City police officer whose hands drip acid, a protagonist similar to the

tormented monsters in Tales of the Zombie and Man-Thing. Gerber also helmed a more

controversial title: Exiles (1993; art by Paul Pelletier), essentially an X-Men analogue that

concerns a team of moody, angst-ridden teens. Notably, the gimmick of the series was that its

teen heroes shockingly all died at the end of the fourth issue, at which time the comic was

cancelled. Gerber even wrote teasing solicitation copy which appeared in distributor catalogs

for a fifth issue that was never published. For Image Comics, Gerber cocreated Cybernary

(1995–96) with Nick Manabat, provided fill-in scripts for Pitt (also 1995–96), and contributed to

Codename: Strykeforce (1995).
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excellently curated collection of interviews with, and internet posts from comics writer Steve

Gerber. The interviews run from his early days at Marvel to the final few series of his career

and show a man who was creative, opinionated, and changed over time.The most fascinating

this as I read these interviews was getting a sense of where he was at the moment, and seeing

what changed in his worldview and what didn’t. I was also interested in how little things said

about him over the years by others came up in his interviews again and again, such as the

accusations that his work was “self-indulgent”. He is at first irritated and in later interviews

seems almost bemused by it as time went on.Steve Gerber was a unique creator in the world

of super-hero comics, and while the book could have been improved with a long, career

spanning interview, Gerber passed away in 2007, and never sat down for one. This book is a

perfect companion to his work and a must read for people who enjoy his writing.”

The book by Jason Sacks has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 8 people have provided feedback.
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